
Jazzy Jets 
6-12 years

As each dancer twirls into a fl uid whirlwind of movement, our Jazzy Jets 
class keeps pace meeting them where they stand. Children focus on proper 
technique while adding new movements, new sequences and a new appre-
ciation  for dance as an expressive art form. A signifi cant step up from Good 
Leaps, Jazzy Jets make leaps and bounds towards performing (and moving 
on up to) Pirouettes. 

Giggle Toes
4-5 years

When’s the last time you let loose and danced like no one was watching? It felt 
good, huh? Well that’s exactly the kind of experience our Giggle Toes danc-
ers have each week. That doesn’t mean classes are a pretty little mosh-pit. 
Instead, your child will learn fundamental skills and techniques while focusing 
on rhythm, counting, and group cooperation. If you look closely, you might 
even see something that looks a little like grace and poise.

“encore!!! encore!!!”
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Jazzy bugs 
3-4 years

We’ve never met a 3-year-old that wasn’t a mover and a shaker. So it’s only 
natural that Jazzy Bugs classes are packed with smiles, giggles, and bodies 
twirling in every possible direction. Our 3 and 4-year-old dance class teaches 
children the basics of dance while music and creative activities in the gym 
emphasize listening, taking turns, and following directions. It’s a toe-tapping, 
finger-snapping introduction that will set the stage for a lifetime full of dance.

If your child loves to leap and twirl about the living room, then perhaps it’s time to 
dance on over to The Little Gym. Our Dance program introduces children to ballet 
and tap while allowing them to express themselves through creative movement. 
Children spend half of the class refining their techniques—and the other half 
working on complementary dance and gymnastics skills in the gym. Coordination, 
balance, rhythm and grace improve as they tap, chassé, and leap with joy. The best 
part? Each new burst of confidence will have you on your toes too with a proud 
standing ovation.

TWIST& SHOUT
Go ahead

BRAIN BOOST 

• Music appreciation

• Creative expression

• Rhythm

GET MOVING

• Flexibilty

• Coordination

• Balance

• Grace

LIFE SKILLS

• Self-control

• Poise

• Self-confidence

• Group cooperation

A 3 DIMENSIONAL LEARNING APPROACH


